
REGULATION
Of the 3rd International Redhood Artstudio graphic competition

for small graphic and bookplate „Hands of Humanity”
1. The competition aims to present bookplates at the highest artistic level, inspired by the 
theme "Hands of Humanity"
2. The aim of the competition is to strongly oppose the violation of human rights around the 
world and a firm opposition to the military aggression on the world. The exhibition aims to 
spread peaceful slogans through art.
3. The qualified participants will receive a catalog promoting the exhibition.
4. Please send a maximum of 2 works.
5. The works can be made in any graphic or drawing technique. The maximum size of 
works is A4 format. Small graphic needs to be created according to the theme
 and Exlibris must contain the word „Ex libris" as well as the person / institution for which 
they were made for.
6. Please send a scan of your works in pdf or jpg format as an attachment.
7. The condition for accepting the works for the exhibition is sending a completed 
application form.
8. Together with the application form, the author submits a scan of the works to the 
following address: konkursy@redhoodstudio.pl
9. From the submitted works, the first three places in two age categories will be selected: 
YOUTH (11-18 years old) and ADULTS (18+)
10. On the website www.lekcjerysunkupiaseczno.pl and on social media (facebook 
@redhoodartstudio / instagram @redhood_artstudio) the results of the competition and the 
list of winners will be published.
11. The best graphic works will be presented at the virtual exhibition. The organizer decides 
whether the submitted work will be at the exhibition. Works that do not meet the 
requirements of the exhibition regulations will be rejected.
12. The deadline for submitting the works is: 30.04.2024.
13. All works sent by the authors by e-mail go to the Organizer's collection.
14. The date and link to the virtual exhibition on the Artsteps platform will appear on the 
website www.lekcjerysunkupiaseczno.pl and also on social media (facebook 
@redhoodartstudio / instagram @redhood_artstudio) by the end of MAY 2024.
15. The application form is available for download at www.lekcjerysunkupiaseczno.pl
16. Participation in the competition and exhibition is free of charge.


